C Doesn't modern rationalism mean that both gods and emperors, which have hitherto been regarded as authorities, have ceased to be so regarded ? C A certain Japanese literary critic says that there are six meanings for modernization : ( 1 ) democracy in the political field， (2) capitalism in the economic field, (3) the establish ment and mechanization of factory production in the field of industry, (4) compulsory education in the field of education， (5) the organization of a national army in the military field， and (6) the maturity of the individual and his emancipation from the community in the field of human consciousness.
I think that it is necessary to add another item to these six fields, that is，the field of art and religion. Modernization in this field， however, might be said in a sense to be unnecessary or impossible.
C As to the distinctive features of modernization in Europe， there seem to be three points : the separation of church and state, the realization of Effective rationalism，and indivi dualism. In regard to the first，the separation of church and state indicates a shift from absolute monarchy to democracy.
Regarding the second, rationalism itself existed in the Middle
Ages and I think that Confucian ethics can be said to have had a very rational ethical system. However，I purposely capitalize Effective in the sense that modern rationalism is different from such rationalism. Effective rationalism means to criticize continuously and to overcome the aberrations of rationalism in the past. I think such a way of living is a feature of modern rationalism. As for the third, individualism means emancipation from the feudalistic system and the family system，and the consciousness that individuals are equal and free as human beings.
Social Consciousness and the Self-awakening of the Individual C I think that in ancient society the relationship among indiviauals was predominant. Even the peace problem was thought to be within the sphere of individual contact. In the modern age， however，all relationships are between groups.
In other words，I think that a social consciousness is one of the features of the modem spirit. by God. These views define the work of human society as obedience to God's will and devotion to God's authority. At the same time， however, it seems that we operate human society rationally and with all our might so as to be in accord with God's predetermination. The positive affirmation of the actual world begins at this point. In other words， it is recognized that in the face of God the full demonstra tion of each given rational faculty and ability，each im provement in scientific techniques，each increase in proper ties, and so forth are consistent with God's will.
SS
C I think that Protestantism has increased the tendency toward modem secularization. Protestantism teaches that man should wrestle seriously with all worldly things as the gifts of God, who set man in the midst of them and with full responsibility for them. This means that, instead of God working directly in this world, God entrusted man with this world in order to make him treat it in a respon sible manner without shame before God. This also means that it is possible for man to do everything on his own responsibility. In this sense it can be said that secularization is promoted. Needless to say, this does not mean to make man himself absolute, but to make him aware of his respon sible existence.
C I think that there are two types of Christianity. One is a doctrine-centered denominationalism, the other is an in stitution-centered church-type. The former might be said to be connected with the laborer of the new economic class, and to play a big role in modernization, while the latter is connected with the upper rather than the middle class, and plays the role of rather restraining modernization. However, the meaning of restraining in a better sense may be that of opposing the idea of human absoluteness into which modern ization is apt to fall. S Shinto seeks absolute authority in the kami， but the relationship between the kami and man is like that between the bodily parent and child. Therefore, we feel a close familiarity with the kami，as well as awe and respect.
However，the relationship between parent and child is not the same as seen in a hen laying an egg. It is produced through the activity of the kami, who rule all beings and non-beings, that is，the interchange between the mind of the kami and life. It does not simply mean the bodily and blood relationship between parent and child，but a formless and super-sensitive relationship.
C On hearing what Buddhists and shintoists say, we
Christians feel that something optimistic pervades the universe. However, it may differ from Christianity at this point.
C In regard to the denial of authority, Buddhism may be said to be more modernized and suitable to the modern age than Christianity, but Buddhism, remaining in deliverance from authority，has not produced an active resitance to it, so that it seems some times to have resulted in a blind obedience to worldly authorities and by becoming connected with them has compromised with things feudalistic, become reactionary，and fallen into things non-modern in form. Chairman In order to be understood by the people of each age, it is necessary for a doctrine to be expressed in the words o. 清沢満之 of the times. The old words, however, might be useful in giving solemnity to ceremonies.
C Is there not a nostalgia for things old in Japanese culture ?
For that reason many old things seem to remain.
Chairman It is sometimes said that the more difficult they are to understand, the more valuable a sutra is when a Buddhist priest chants it.
B I think that there is a color of magic in faith.
O Tenri-kyo has what it calls saimona (a written address to the deity), which is so written in the spoken language that believers may understand it when they hear it read. In the case of weddings and other ceremonies, however, the cere monial prayers of Shrine Shinto, the norito,b are definitely more impressive. C From the viewpoint of Christianity, it can be said that the more one becomes a religious leader in its true meaning, the more he goes out to society for the purpose of realizing a better society. I think that religious ethics is the ethics for the minority. The minority means the few who serve the masses, the creative minority, so to speak. When they serve the masses, they cannot but consider the social structure. C We cannot say that the idea of the identity of oneself and another in Buddhism is rooted in the group or social consciousness. I think that it is nothing but an abstract idea which is neither the social consciousness nor individual con sciousness. There is the establishment of individuality and the self-awakening of the personality in Christianity and， therefore，it can be said to be rich in social consciousness, (to be continued)
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